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6) ARAPro Airbags are a part
replacement alternative, not a
complete system repair kit. The
ECU/ECM is not part of the
ARAPro program.

4) ARAPro airbags are OEM parts,
designed and manufactured by the
same suppliers as new parts from
the dealer
5) ARA Pro OEM airbags comply with
the ARA Airbag Protocol and come
with a Certificate of Inspection on
each part

3) More jobs through the shop helps
spread your overhead burden

2) Saving the job, means more
throughput, more parts and labor
sold and ultimately, more profit

1) ARAPro OEM Airbags are a
strategic solution for your collision
repair business

How can ARAPro OEM
Airbags Boost My Shop’s
Profit & Raise Customer
Satisfaction?
DEALER

T: (716) 566-5884
F: (716) 566-5883
E: admin@airbagresources.com
www.airbagresources.com

Airbag Resources

SEARCH FOR AND LOCATE THE
ARAPRO OEM AIRBAG THAT
FITS THE CAR. WE’RE ON LINE
24/7 TO SERVE YOUR ARAPRO
OEM AIRBAG NEEDS.

CLICK ON “SEARCH”

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:
WWW.AIRBAGRESOURCES.COM

CONTACT AN ARAPRO
TODAY:

Saving Totals; Raising
Shop Volume, Overall Profit
& Customer Satisfaction

ARAPro OEM Airbags

ARAPro OEM Airbags
The Quality Alternative

The cost of replacing
airbags after a crash
is a huge contributing
factor toward causing
a repairable vehicle to
be declared a total
loss. Everyone
knows a car’s value
declines as it ages.
What is not so well
known, is the price of
replacement parts
does not fall in line
with the car’s value.
This is especially true
for airbags. The price
of new replacement
airbags is a significant
contributor to total
loss declarations.
The ARAPro OEM
Airbag can reduce
the cost of the repair,
and deliver the quality
you require.
Introduce this exciting
new option to your
customer today!

ARAPro OEM
Airbags are a new
option for body shops
seeking to lower the
cost of repairing cars,
and avoiding a total.
ARAPro OEM
Airbags were
introduced into the
market to address the
problem of repairable
cars being totaled out
because of high
priced dealer supplier
new airbags.

Alternative Airbag
Part Solutions NEW ALTERNATIVES

Are you about to lose a job because of
totaling? Is the high cost of replacing the
airbag system at least partly to blame?
We can help you lower the cost of repair
and save the car. Introducing ARAPro OEM
Airbags, the only inspected, standards
compliant, previously installed OEM airbag
module on the market today. Cost savings
may exceed 50% 1

Choose ARAPro OEM Airbags and:
 Save the Car From Being a Total Loss!
 Meet Standards
 Know you are using 100% Original Equipment parts

The inspection
procedure complies with
the ARA Protocol, the
accepted international
standard for processing,
handling, inspecting and
shipping, non deployed
OEM airbags.

ARAPRO OEM
AIRBAGS
The ARAPro brand is
reserved for OEM
airbag modules which
have been carefully
extracted from
vehicles by certified
car recyclers who
have trained their
technicians in
accordance with the
terms of the ARA
Protocol- a training
program of ARA
Product Services LLC.
Each airbag is
carefully inspected by
a trained Certified
Airbag Technician.
Only after thorough
inspection and entry
into our database can
it be designated as an
ARAPro OEM airbag.

5)

Call the toll free
number listed, pay
using your credit
card, and the dealer
will ship the ARAPro
OEM Airbag directly
to you.

4) Select from the list
of ARAPro dealers
listing available
inventory

3) Enter the Year,
Make and Model of
your car in the drop
down menu. Press
enter.

2) Click on the Part
Search tab

AirbagResources.com

1) Visit us on the web:

Follow these 5
easy steps to
purchase an
ARAPro Airbag

1. Savings depend on year, make and model

PEACE OF MI D
Because the ARAPro
OEM Airbag is original
equipment, each unit
was designed and
manufactured by the
same company that
supplied the original
factory installed airbag
on the car. Our rigorous
standards based
inspection ensures
ARAPro OEM airbags
deliver the peace of
mind that only OEM
parts can offer.

ARAPro; The Professional’s Choice

